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Graduating w i th Honors

   One week after finishing third in the Ben Franklin, 
defending Horse of the Year Wiggle It Jiggleit got back on 
track in a major way Saturday (July 9) with a victory over 
chief rival Freaky Feet Pete at the Meadowlands in the 
$250,000 Graduate Series Final for four-year-old pacers.

   Shrugging off heavy rain and a sloppy track, Wiggle It 
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Jiggleit (Montrell Teague) recorded a career best 1:47.2 mile 
while defeating Freaky Feet Pete by a half-length. Rock N? 
Roll World was third.

   ?He?s a great horse who likes to do what he does,? said 
Wiggle It Jiggleit?s principal owner George Teague Jr.

   Wiggle It Jiggleit was away well from post three. Freaky 
Feet Pete also left quickly and while parked had the lead at 
the quarter in :25.3. With Wiggle It Jiggleit right behind him, 
Pete hit the half in :53.1 and three-quarters in 1:20.4 and 
appeared to get a bit of separation as they turned for home. 
But then driver Montrell Teague hit the gas pedal, and once 
again, Wiggle It Jiggleit had more than enough fuel left in 
the tank. He drew clear in the final sixteenth to return $3.00 
to win as the 1-2 favorite.

   ?Great horses do great things,? said George Teague.

Wiggle It Jiggleit has now earned $2,815,760 lifetime and 
sports a record of 32-6-1 in 40 career starts for trainer Clyde 
Francis. The pacer is 9-3-1 in 13 starts with earnings of 
$627,265 in 2016 for George Teague Jr., Inc. of Harrington, DE 
and the Teague Racing Partnership LLC of Boynton Beach, FL.

   A week earlier at The Downs at Mohegan Sun Pocono, 
Wiggle It Jiggleit was third behind five-year-old Always B 
Miki ?  who was ineligible for the Graduate which is reserved 
for four-year-olds ?  and Freaky Feet Pete.

Musical Rhythm wins Graduate trot

   

John Campbell gave Musical Rhythm a perfect steer from 
post 10, and after yielding the top before three-quarters, 
came back for more in deep stretch to storm home a 
convincing two-length winner in the $250,000 Graduate 
Series final for four-year-old trotters.

Michael Lisa

John Campbel l  w on his second straight Graduate Final  for 
trotters w hen he drove M usical  Rhythm to v ictory in Saturday 
at the M eadow lands.
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   "This little guy amazes me all the time,? said winning 
trainer Benoit Baillargeon. ?But you have to be careful with 
him in the turns.?

   That is exactly how Campbell handled things.

   Musical Rhythm left quickly and was parked in second as 
Crazshana hit the quarter in :27.4. Musical Rhythm took over 
shortly thereafter, trotting past the half in :55.4. Wings Of 
Royalty, who got off the rail at the three-eighths and 
provided live cover for even-money favorite Maestro Blue 
Chip, ranged up to get the top at three-quarters in 1:23.2 as 
Campbell handled his charge with care through the far turn.

   Through the stretch, Maestro Blue Chip did not fire, and 
nearing the wire, Campbell swung Musical Rhythm out of the 
pocket and exploded home in the final sixteenth to record 
the win in 1:51.2, a lifetime best. Centurion ATM, a 30-1 
longshot, finished second, with Crazshana third. Maestro Blue 
Chip faded to sixth.

   ?He let the guy go on the turn,? said Baillargeon of 
Campbell permitting Wings Of Royalty to get the lead. ?But 
then he swelled right up.?

   Musical Rhythm returned $12.20 to win as the third 
betting choice for owners Santo Vena of Brampton, ON, 
Nunzio Vena of Bolton, ON, Claude Hamel of Ayer?s Cliff, QC 
and Baillargeon, who lives in Guelph, ON. Musical Rhythm 
has now won 12 of 14 starts this year and $276,823 of a 
career total of $362,344.

   For Campbell, it marked his second consecutive win in the 
Graduate for trotters. A year ago, he guided JL Cruze to 
victory lane in 1:49.4, the only sub-1:50 mile on the trot in 
Meadowlands history.

   All-source wagering on the card totaled $2,834,080. 
Meadowlands Pace Night is Saturday, July 16, and has an 
early post time of 6:30 p.m.

? with files by Dave Little / Meadowlands Media Relations

Racing Hill named 9-5 fave for 
Crawford Farms M . Pace
   Tony Alagna-trainee draws post four; Elimination winner 
Control The Moment draws post three

   Tom Hill?s Racing Hill drew post position four and was 
installed as the 9-5 favorite for the $732,050 Crawford 
Farms Meadowlands Pace next Saturday, July 16 during the 
post position draw held Saturday (July 9). Racing Hill is 
trained by Tony Alagna, who won the 2013 Meadowlands 
Pace with Captaintreacherous, and will be driven by Brett 

Miller. By virtue of being the top seasonal money-earner in 
the field, Racing Hill elected to take a bye to the final.

   Earlier on Saturday, Control The Moment ($4.00), driven for 
the first time by Brian Sears, stormed home with a :26.2 final 
quarter to win the lone Meadowlands Pace elimination by a 
length in a lifetime-best 1:49.2. Lyons Snyder finished 
second with JK Will Power third. Check Six was fourth.

   ?He is a really nice horse and did everything that I asked 
him to do tonight,? said Sears, who won the 2005 
Meadowlands Pace with Rocknroll Hanover. ?The opportunity 
knocked to be able to drive this horse and I was really 
looking forward to it. I know he races well from off the pace 
and everything worked out well.?

   By winning the elimination, Control The Moment earned 
the right to draw for post positions one through six and will 
start from post three. He was made the 5-2 second choice on 
Dave Little?s morning line.

The complete field for the Meadowlands Pace is as follows:

    1. Another Daily Copy ? Trace Tetrick ? Nick Devita (30/1)

    2. Good Living ? T.B.A. ? Tom Cancelliere (30/1)

    3. Control The Moment ? Brian Sears ? Brad Maxwell (5/2)

    4. Racing Hill ? Brett Miller ? Tony Alagna (9/5).

    5. Lyons Snyder ? David Miller ? Mark Silva (9/2)

    6. Boston Red Rocks ? Tim Tetrick ? Steve Elliott (6/1)

    7. Manhattan Beach ? Joe Bongiorno ? Ron Burke (20/1)

    8. JK Will Power ? Yannick Gingras ? Ron Burke (8/1)

    9. Check Six ? Matt Kakaley ? Ron Burke (15/1)

   10. Talk Show ? Scott Zeron ? Steve Elliott (25/1)

Michael Lisa

Control  The M oment (Brian Sears) ex ploded in the lane to tak e the 
lone M eadow lands Pace el imination Saturday at the Big M .
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   Al Crawford said the chance to purchase the dam of 
Hambletonian favorite Southwind Frank was too good to 
pass up.

   On Friday, Crawford 
Farms of Durhamville, 
NY completed the deal 
to purchase Flawless 
Lindy from Southwind 
Farms of Pennington, 
NJ. It was a whirlwind 
deal consummated in 
just a few days. Both 
parties declined to 
disclose the purchase 
price, but said the deal 
?  while not 
inexpensive ?  was a 
fair one.

   Southwind?s 
syndicate manager 
Mike Klau said 
Flawless Lindy was not 
being shopped, but 
was sold because the 
price was right.

   ?We were not actively seeking to sell her,? Klau said. ?But, 
we got an offer that was hard to say no to. We are in the 
business of selling horses and we run Southwind as a 
business.?

   Flawless Lindy is a nine-year-old Cantab Hall mare out of 
the Lindy Lane mare Clasically Designed. Flawless Lindy?s 
first foal was Southwind Frank, the two-year-old trotting colt 
of the year for 2015. Southwind Frank, whom Klau said was 
named for Frank Sinatra, not Lindy Farms? Frank Antonacci ?  
?That year we named all our yearlings after singers,? he said 
?  has a career record of 14-0-1 in 16 starts with earnings of 
more than $1.1 million and a mark of 1:52.1.

   ?Obviously, (the success of Southwind Frank) was a huge 
motivator and watching how he was at Pocono last week, 
too. He was dominant there and in his two-year-old season. 

Ronnie (Burke) definitely has him in good form,? Crawford 
said. ?The funny thing right now is we own Marion 
Marauder?s full-brother yearling. So, looking at Marion 

Marauder last night, 
you?ve got to think he?s 
coming into the Hambo 
with some steam and 
then you?ve got 
Southwind Frank on 
the other side. I think 
that?s kind of neat. I?m 
not sure who we will 
be rooting for between 
the two, owning the 
full-brother that?s going 
to sell in Lexington and 
having the mare with a 
full-brother or 
full-sister to Southwind 
Frank in her belly. It 
makes the Hambo extra 
interesting for Crawford 
Farms this year.?

   Klau said the deal 
happened something by 

accident. Agent Ernie Martinez recently phoned to inquire if 
Southwind had any mares it wished to sell to an unnamed 
client. Not long after that, Southwind received an offer to buy 
Flawless Lindy from European interests. Klau said Southwind 
turned down that offer, but he phoned Martinez to ask if the 
Europeans were Martinez?s clients. They were not. Then Klau 
told Martinez that the offer for Flawless Lindy did not meet 
Southwind?s price.

   ?(Martinez) kind of haphazardly said, ?What would buy her?? 
I threw a number out and he said, ?I can get that for you in 
two days,?? Klau said.

   True to his word, the deal was done in two days.

   ?The money was wired into our account yesterday,? Klau 
said Saturday. ?Done deal?

Crawford said the acquisition is not without its risks. 

Block buster Deal
In a whirlwind deal consummated in just two days, Crawford Farms purchased    

Flawless Lindy, the dam of Hambletonian favorite Southwind Frank.

by Dave Briggs

Courtesy Crawford Farms

Flaw less Lindy at her new  home at Craw ford Farms.
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Flawless Lindy produced Muscle Hill-sired foals in 2012 
(Southwind Frank) and 2013 (Southwind Fiat), but was 
barren in 2014 after being bred to Muscle Hill. Flawless 
Lindy aborted a Muscle Hill foal in 2015. The mare is back in 
foal to Muscle Hill.

   ?People say, ?Why do you think they sold her?? When you go 
two open years on a mare and you?re in the breeding 
business it can get a little bit interesting,? Crawford said. ?We 
certainly don?t want that. Our whole thing is it?s an 
opportunity. There?s one in the belly that we pray we can get 
out, obviously. It?s a full brother or sister to Southwind 
Frank? I think it?s a really fair trade both ways and I think 
there?s risk on both sides.?

   Klau said the answer to the question of why Southwind 
would sell Flawless Lindy is: ?Why not?? He added that every 
horse is for sale at a price. ?That?s the rule of the game. We 
try to run Southwind Farm as a business. It?s never a bad idea 
to take a profit.?

   That the purchase came the same week as the Crawford 
Farms-sponsored Meadowlands Pace is simply good for 
business, Crawford said.

   ?That went into it a little bit. With (Southwind Frank) in the 
Hambo, I think we can do some advertising around that. I 
think it gives a little extra punch for us on the marketing 
side just this time of year? It lets people know we?re 
aggressively in the industry. Stop by our consignment, we?re 
really looking to upgrade and we?re working on it every year,? 
he said, adding that Crawford has grown from eight mares 
just seven years ago to 77 today. ?

   Klau said he wishes Crawford Farms nothing but success 
with Flawless Lindy.

   ?There?s no question we wish there were 10 more people 
like the Crawfords in the business,? Klau said. ?They?re 
committed to the business, they?re investing a lot of money. 
We wish them the best of success.?
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Converseon opts out of contract 
with USTA
   Rob Key said the decision to hand off the social media 
campaign to another company is ?a natural progression? and 
will ?hopefully spur deeper collaboration and investment in the 
program."

by Dave Briggs

   Rob Key?s company Converseon, which developed the 
Harness Racing FanZone, among other initiatives, is opting 
out of its contract to provide social media services to the 
United States Trotting Association (USTA).

   On Friday, Converseon gave the USTA the required 60 days 
notice that it was ending the contract.

   In a series of texts on Saturday, Key wrote that, ?the 
program so far is meeting or exceeding all goals set this 
year. This transition is the next phase. Step one was to build 
a digital platform. The digital platform is in place, apps, 
website, ambassador program and more. The next step was 
to build an audience. We've reached millions of new 
potential fans. We have more than 54,000 likes, have a 60 
per cent increase in reach and engagement since this time 
last year and reached more than 100 new potential owners 
just in last three weeks? And now the last step is to 
monetize through new owners? Our heavy lifting is done. It's 
time for the sport to now build on all of this foundation to 
take it to the next step. It's not something I can make 
happen.?

   Key, who had to fight hard at the USTA?s annual meeting in 
February to retain $250,000 in funding for 2016 for 
Converseon?s social media campaign on behalf of the 
harness racing industry, said ?I fought for it because a 
sustainable, ongoing marketing initiative is the only way 
forward  ?  with or without me.?

   He said his decision to opt out of the contract now, 
?shouldn't be that big of a deal really.  Consultants really 
should only stay involved to the point that the client can 
stand on its own two feet.

   ?This handoff is to hopefully spur deeper collaboration and 
investment in this.  This is natural progression. At some point 
the industry needs to own this. We've fulfilled all objectives 
so now is time to do this. This will be the true test of the 
sport can unify for the greater good or not. This final 
transition was always expected, but now we're simply putting 

the mechanics in place to do it. The USTA deserves credit for 
funding this. The sport now has a powerful and compelling 
social and digital presence that is comparable to other 
leading sports. The challenge will be what happens next 
with it.

Fantastic Voyage
   An unprecedented look inside the horse?s gastrointestinal 
tract.

by Karen Briggs

   In the somewhat cheesy 1966 film, Fantastic Voyage, a 
miniaturized submarine (likely most notable for having 

Raquel Welch among its crew) undertakes a dangerous 
mission: to cruise through the body of its designer in order 
to destroy a life-threatening blood clot in his brain.

   The special effects were a little more sophisticated in 
1987?s quasi-remake, Innerspace, in which Dennis Quaid 
pilots a microscopic pod around in Martin Short?s innards, 
even if the dialogue was not. And then there was the 2001 
animated effort, Osmosis Jones, a bit of a box-office bomb 
despite a voice cast that included Chris Rock, Bill Murray, 
David Hyde Pierce, Molly Shannon, and Laurence Fishburne, 
playing interior anatomical investigation for laughs.

   One thing is obvious: the notion of exploring a body from 
the inside, Jules Verne-style, isn?t going away.

http://www.harnessracingupdate.com/2016/07/10/converseon-opts-contract-usta/
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   We?re getting closer all the time to being able to do it, too. 
Maybe not with miniaturized humans on board, but we?ve 
now got the next best thing: a small, smart, sophisticated 
capsule endoscope (CE) which can be gently introduced to 
the digestive tract to take a cruise, snap some photos, and 
grab a few souvenirs along the way.

   Capsule endoscopes have been in use in human medicine 
for about a decade now. Of course, we?ve had ?regular? 
endoscopes for even longer than that ? the kind where a 
cable is snaked down the eosophagus and examines as far as 
it will go ? but they have limitations. Even in the human 
gastrointestinal tract (GI), there are limits to how far we can 
explore with a conventional endoscope, leaving much of the 
twisty, turny small intestine out of reach. 

   A capsule endoscope, by contrast, can traverse the 
digestive system tetherless and fancy free, shoved ever 
onward by peristalsis, the natural rhythm of contractions that 
moves food from stomach to intestines and thence to 
elimination. In humans, the tiny capsules, averaging about 1 
cm by 2.5 cm in size (depending on the manufacturer) are 
proving useful in detecting otherwise-hard-to-diagnose 
things such as lesions, tumours, Crohn?s and celiac disease, 
and mystery bleeding in the small intestine. There have been 
over a thousand peer-reviewed articles published since the 
early 2000s, all of which have concluded that capsule 
endoscopy is non-invasive and safe (but not, so far, 
re-useable).

   It was only a matter of time before CE started being 
applied to the equine digestive tract. Conventional 
endoscopy is limited by the length of the ?scope (usually 
somewhere between 2.2 and 2.5 metres long) ? which isn?t 
that useful when you?re talking about a mass of tubes with a 
total length of 24 to 30 metres. 

   The sheer length and mass of the equine GI tract, 
combined with the way it?s shielded by thick walls of 
abdominal muscle, also make other diagnostic methods 
problematic. Ultrasound can?t penetrate the abdominal wall 
and the ribcage all that well, and MRI and CT have similar 
limitations. The conventional approach, rectal palpation, also 
only allows access to the last 30 to 40 per cent of the GI 
tract. Neither the stomach, the proximal duodenum, nor any 
part of the small intestine can be explored that way.

   So while conventional endoscopes have had good success 
in illuminating gastric ulcers ? and if inserted at the other 
end, can provide a view of the first metre or two of the large 

intestine ? the small intestine remains a ?black box?, 
according to Diane Gibbard, MS, who in September 2015 
completed a Masters? degree at the University of Guelph by 
presenting her thesis on the applications of capsule 
endoscopy in horses. 

   Her desire to investigate CE ? which had previously only 
been applied on the veterinary side in a scant few studies on 
dogs and pigs ? stemmed from personal experience: her first 
horse was suffering intermittent bouts of mild colic which 
defied diagnosis. Gibbard?s veterinarian suggested they try 
capsule endoscopy, which he had used experimentally once 
before ? but unfortunately, the trial ?failed miserably?, she 
says. ?I thought, there has to be a way to make this work in 
horses,? so she approached her faculty advisor, Dr. Jeff 
Thomason, with the idea.

   Gibbard began with one of the capsule endoscope models 
popular in human medicine, MiroCam©, and worked with the 
company?s engineers to adapt the technology for use in 
horses. Because of the sheer size of the patient, the capsule 
needed to have enhanced signal strength with which to send 
its images to a series of electrodes placed on the horse?s 
skin. Initially, those electrodes ? nine in all ? were taped to 
the skin as they are with humans, but Gibbard?s team soon 
discovered that sub-dermal electrodes did a better job of 
picking up the signal through a horse?s thick abdominal 
walls. Even then, the signal strength waxed and waned, and 
clear images only got transmitted when it surpassed 85 per 
cent. Through four trials each on two standardbred mares, 
Gibbard continued to make modifications to both the 
equipment and the methodology to improve the chances of 
success.

   ?In the final trial, the image transmission was much better. 
It?s very promising that we got such high-quality images? we 
saw peristalsis in action, we saw sites of inflammation, and 
one thing we didn?t expect at all, was clear images of 
parasites like tapeworms and pinworms. We got 
parasitologist Andrew Peregrine (University of Guelph) 
involved and he was over the moon, because those were the 
first clear images he?d ever seen of a live internal parasite 
?swimming? in its natural environment.

   ?Just ?unlocking? the small intestine for the first time, was 
fascinating to me. Every time I watch the videos of the 
contraction and expansion that comes with peristalsis, I?m in 
awe.?

   There were, of course, frustrations in using a technology 
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adapted from human use. ?A lot of the time, the signal 
transmission wasn?t good enough to get much of anything ? 
and often when we did get images, they were partially or 
fully obscured by residual food particles in the GI tract, 
despite a 12 hour fasting protocol,? Gibbard says. ?We think 
that a 24 fast might work better in future, but we have to 
balance that with compromising peristalsis, particularly 
because we also used sedation while introducing the 
capsule with a nasogastric tube. Most sedatives also 
interfere with peristalsis.

   ?It would also be great to know which leads are picking up 
the signal as the capsule makes its way through the gut. 
That would help us optimize the placement of the 
electrodes. We based their placement on human medicine, 
but it?s possible something else would work better for horses. 
Right now, we can?t tell exactly where in the small intestine 
the capsule actually is when a signal is transmitted, and that 
would be helpful in the identification of the images.?

   Battery life is also an issue. The MiroCam © model used in 
Gibbard?s study remained active for about 12 hours, which 
with normal peristalsis is enough for it to scan most or all of 
the small intestine, she said. That peristalsis was encouraged 
with fluid boluses throughout the 12-hour period, and 
regular feeding of soaked hay cubes.

   All told, both mares experienced minimal stress while 
having miniature cameras cruise through their guts, and 
recovered without incident. Though the team searched (and 
one mare was euthanized and her GI tract thoroughly 
explored afterwards), none of the eight capsules was ever 
recovered, though Gibbard suspects they probably passed out 
of the mares beyond the seven-day period in which their 
manure was collected and searched.

   Gibbard?s conclusion was that CE is not ready for 
commercial veterinary use just yet ? but it?s close. ?It?s quite 
non-invasive, so I could see it being used on-farm in future,? 
she says. ?I?m guessing at this point, but it would probably 
end up costing somewhere in the $2,000 to $3,000 range ? 
so, not something you would use every day, but considerably 
cheaper than colic surgery.?

   As for next steps, Gibbard would like to try CE on a pony. 
?One of our test horses was quite a bit smaller than the 
other, and we consistently got better results with the smaller 
mare, so size may matter,? she says. ?I would also like to 
increase the fasting protocol to 24 hours, to see how it 
affects image capture. 

   ?I think the potential for (CE to perform) tissue biopsy is 
really interesting. That?s something that?s starting to be 
explored in human medicine, along with capsule endoscopes 
which could be controlled and ?steered? so that you can take 
more detailed images of a particular area, for example, or 
even go back to get a better look at something suspicious.?

  Potential applications of CE in horses

-    gastric ulcers

-    Lawsonia bacterial infections

-    intestinal ulcers

-    tumours, including lymphosarcoma, squamous cell 
     carcinoma, and adenacarcinoma

-    some forms of colic (not impactions or torsions)

-    malabsorption syndrome

-    sand accumulation in the gut

-    parasitism and associated inflammation and damage

-    tissue biopsy

mailto:editor@harnessracingupdate.com
http://www.harnessracingupdate.com/2016/07/10/fantastic-voyage/
mailto:editor@harnessracingupdate.com
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L A Delight and Lay Lady Lay 
golden in Ontario
   Saturday?s Ontario Sires Stakes Gold divisions at Mohawk 
Racetrack were captured by two very different three-year-old 
pacing fillies.

   The first $105,000 division was won by L A Delight, the 
Ontario Sires Stakes (OSS) division and O?Brien 
Award-winning star that trainer Bob McIntosh calls a ?truly 
professional race filly.? The second division went to first-time 
OSS winner Lay Lady Lay, a long-legged lass that trainer 
Chris Matthews refers to, affectionately, as ?a pain in the 
butt.?

   Both fillies used similar race tactics to accomplish their 
Gold Series victories. Leaving from Post 1, driver Randy 
Waples allowed rivals Chris Christoforou Jr. and Good Will 
Hanover to reach the quarter first in :27, but then the Milton, 
ON resident sent L A Delight to the front. The fan favorite 
rolled to a :55.3 half and 1:23.3 three-quarters and then 
powered home to a three-and-a-half length victory in 1:51.2. 
Good Will Hanover and Party In Rome dead-heated for 
second.

   ?She?s rounding into mid-season form. We couldn?t be 
happier with her at this point,? said McIntosh, who shares 
ownership and breeding credit on the champion filly with Al 

McIntosh Holdings Inc. of Leamington, ON and C S X Stables 
of Liberty Center, OH. ?She makes us all look good.?

   The victory was L A Delight?s third in six sophomore starts. 
The Bettors Delight? West of L A daughter also captured her 
division in the June 4 Gold Series opener at Mohawk and has 
now banked $187,420 (Cdn) for her owners this season, 
adding to the $704,335 she amassed at two.

   L A Delight?s next start will be in the Mistletoe Shalee at 
the Meadowlands on July 16, where she will once again take 
on North America?s best. In the Fan Hanover Final at Mohawk 
on June 18 she finished a hard-closing third, just one length 
behind winner Pure Country, who is also expected to 
compete in the Mistletoe Shalee.

   Three races later, it was Christoforou who allowed his 
rivals a brief moment of pacesetting before sending Lay Lady 
Lay to the front. The filly was well in command before the 
:55.3 half and sailed through a 1:23.4 three-quarters before 
reaching the wire in a personal best 1:52. Favored Cracklin 
Rosie finished one-and-a-quarter lengths back in second, two 
lengths ahead of third-place finisher Windsun Glory.

   Campbellville, ON resident Christoforou engineered the 
victory, Lay Lady Lay?s first in Ontario Sires Stakes 
competition, for trainer Chris Matthews and his partners in 
the 1Posse2Steves4Brothers Stable of Guelph, ON.

New Image Media

O?Brien A w ard w inner L A  Del ight (Randy Waples) dominated her $ 105,000 (Cdn) Ontario Si res Stak es Gold event Saturday at M ohaw k .
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   ?He drove her twice last year, he?s never been beat with her 
now, actually, so he knows the filly,? said Matthews of 
Christoforou?s race strategy. ?She?s a little bit easier to drive 
this year than she was last year, so yeah, he was full of 
confidence that?s for sure.?

   Lay Lady Lay made seven starts last season, appearing once 
in the Ontario Sires Stakes at the Grassroots level, and 
posted three wins and one second. This season she has 
emerged as one of the top fillies in the province, posting 
three wins, two seconds and three thirds in 10 starts for 
earnings of $153,029.

   ?We always knew she had potential, we had a couple 
setbacks, but we knew she?d be better at three, she was so 
big and growthy,? said Matthews. ?She hasn?t had a lot of luck, 
but we always thought she?d be pretty competitive with this 
group of fillies.?

   While it may be an advantage on the racetrack, Matthews 
said that it is the Up The Credit? Lady D M daughter?s size 
that has caused many of the issues for her long-suffering 
handlers.

   ?She can be a handful,? said the Guelph, ON resident. ?She?s 
just so big, she doesn?t even know what she?s doing, she 
doesn?t care.?

   Any bumps and bruises the filly had inflicted in the days 
leading up to Saturday?s victory were quickly forgotten when 
she captured her first Gold Series trophy, rewarding the 
creatively named ownership group that has waited patiently 
for her to display her true potential.

   ?When we bought her I started getting phone calls that 
everybody wanted a piece of her,? said Matthews. ?The one 
posse is myself and two of my friends I grew up with (Jeff 
Bryan and Desmond Scott). My group of friends I grew up 
with they used to call us the Orangeville posse, so we went 
with that, and then two of my partners on the horse are 
Steve Bastead and Steve Byers, so that?s two Steve?s, and the 
three brothers are Gordie, Gary and Glen Lyon, so that formed 
the three brothers.

   ?They all wanted in so we split her up between everybody, 
just to keep everybody happy, and they are,? said the 
horseman. ?Everyone is enjoying it and having some fun.?

   The three-year-old pacing fillies? Gold Series fun will 
continue on Civic Holiday Monday (Aug. 1) when they are 
part of the Industry Day celebrations at Grand River Raceway.

   Ontario Sires Stakes action continues at Mohawk Racetrack 
on Monday evening, when the Campbellville oval welcomes 
the three-year-old trotting colts and geldings for their 

second Gold Series event. Post time is 7:30 pm and the Gold 
Series battles will take place in Races 3 and 7.

? Sandra Snyder / OSS publicity

Sintra and Lindys Nightmare 
decisive winners in stakes at 
M ohawk
   Sintra and Lindys Nightmare turned in outstanding 
performances to win their respective series finals Saturday 
(July 9) at Mohawk Racetrack.

   The $47,000 Summertime Series and $48,800 Town Pro 
Series finals helped make up a solid 11-race card evening at 
the Campbellville oval.

   A field of eight sophomore pacing colts and geldings 
clashed in the Summertime final, but all eyes were focused 
squarely on Dave Menary trainee Sintra.

   The gelded son of Mach Three? Dancin Barefoot entered 
the Summertime final with just a single loss on his card this 
season and he kept it that way with an easy 1:50 victory. 
Driven by Jody Jamieson, Sintra got away third and made a 
second-quarter brush to the front to reach the half in :55.2.

   The Menary trainee ramped up the tempo in the third 
quarter to reach that marker in 1:23 and finished off the mile 
with comfortable :27 kicker to win by four lengths. Major Hill 
finished second, while Blayde Hanover grabbed third.

   After going winless in an injury-shortened rookie season, 
Sintra now has seven wins in eight starts this season.

   ?He?s just been a great horse all year,? said Jamieson 
following the race. ?They were high on him last year and 
when the horse moved over from Dan Lagace?s barn, who did 
a great job prepping him last year, he just took a bad step at 
Grand River and got hurt, but Dave (Menary) has given him 
lots of time and brought him back the right way.?

   Sintra?s only loss this season was a runner-up finish to 
Pepsi North America Cup champion Betting Line in an 
Ontario Sires Stakes Gold event last week.

   ?You can?t really call it a blemish when Betting Line beats 
you in the stretch,? said Jamieson. ?But that?s his only blemish 
so far this year and he?s just been a monster and tonight was 
no different.?

   Owned by Brad Gray, Michael Guerriero and Menary Racing 
Inc, Sintra now has $136,250 (Cdn) earned this season to 
bring his career earnings to $145,400. The clocking of 1:50 
shaved three-fifths of a second off his previous career-best.
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   A $2 win ticket on Sintra returned $2.20.

   The Town Pro Series final for three-year-old pacing fillies 
saw another impressive victory by a heavy-favorite.

   Lindys Nightmare followed up her 1:50.4 victory in the 
opening leg with an open lengths score in 1:51.2 Saturday 
night. Driven by Rick Zeron, the 1-5 favorite moved from 
fourth to the front in the second-quarter, ultimately clearing 
to command at the half in :54.4.

   After reaching the three-quarter pole in 1:23.2, Lindys 
Nightmare waved goodbye to her rivals and pulled away for 
a seven-length victory. Queen Ideal edged out Southwind 
Tango for second, while Shes Lights Out was fourth.

   ?I was pretty confident with her,? said Zeron post-race. ?She 
did get used a bit going to the half, but she kicked into gear 
in the lane and was all by herself.?

   A daughter of Western Terror? Linday?s Bandita, Lindys 
Nightmare didn?t race at age two and now has four wins in 
five starts this season. Her career earnings sit at $46,400 for 
Lindy Farms of Connecticut following Saturday?s victory.

   Lindys Nightmare paid $2.50 to win.

? Mark McKelvie WEG standardbred communications

Paver Jack upsets in Indiana 
Sires Stakes
   Paver Jack used a strong stretch rally to pull the 28-1 upset 
in the featured event Saturday (July 9), the $75,000 Indiana 
Sires Stakes final for three-year-old pacing colts and 
geldings at Hoosier Park Racing & Casino.

   Skillfully driven by Tyler Smith, Paver Jack avoided an early 
speed dual to score in 1:51, recording a new lifetime mark by 
nearly four seconds.

   Mike Peterson sent Matrix of Luck away from the gate 
firing as they grabbed the early lead through an opening 
quarter in :26.1 with Paver Jack leaving just enough to grab a 
pocket seat. Ville Valo and Ricky Macomber Jr. were next in 
third but quickly made a move to the front. Ville Valo 
reached the lead at the half in :54.4 and was quickly joined 
on the outside by Downthehighwy and Jason Dillander who 
were heading the first-over attack. The heavy betting 
favorite, Bourbon Chase and Dan Shetler, were well placed 
second-over at three-quarter clocking in 1:23.3. Ville Valo 
continued to call the shots as the field turned for home but 
there was a cavalry charge behind him. Ville Valo was able to 
put away Downthehighwy but Paver Jack and a host of others 
were looming large in the background. Bourbon Chase 

tipped off cover just as Duel of Truth and John DeLong found 
late racing room up the passing lane. Smith also found late 
racing room and Paver Jack used a :26.4 final quarter to 
prevail in a tight photo. Bourbon Chase rallied nicely to 
finish second while Duel of Truth rounded out the trifecta. As 
the fourth longest shot on the board, Paver Jack returned 
$59.00 for the victory.

   ?I knew I didn?t want to get in too much of an early speed 
battle,? Smith said in the winner?s circle. ?After driving him 
last week, I knew this was a really nice colt. I didn?t know if I 
had enough to hold off the horses on the outside but he 
raced really well tonight. He?s a nice colt and Tyler (George) 
has got him really sharp right now.?

   Trained by Tyler George, Paver Jack notched the third win of 
the season from 14 starts while bankrolling $72,597 in 2016. 
Owned and bred by Leroy Slabaugh, the son of 
Panspacificflight? Not Home Yet has now won four of 20 
lifetime outings.

   With the win, Paver Jack also earned points for the 
$200,000 Indiana Sires Stakes Super Finals slated for Oct. 15 
at Hoosier Park Racing & Casino. The Indiana Sires Stakes 
program will culminate with the top 10 point earners from 
the previous $75,000 finals in each division returning to 
compete in the Super Finals.

? Emily Gaskin / Hoosier Park publicist

Napolitano, Jr. wins seven at 
Pocono
   George Napolitano Jr., the all-time leading driver at The 
Downs at Mohegan Sun Pocono, took the Saturday (July 9) 
spotlight by storm, visiting Victory Lane in seven of the 13 
races in which he drove.

   Napolitano actually has his seventh win by race nine, 
having taken the first four races on the card. He won four 
races by 5 lengths or more, including a 15-length victory 
with the trotter Fortunista. ?George Nap? finished the evening 
with a 13-7-3-2-.684 tally, 

? PHHA / Pocono

http://www.harnessracingupdate.com/twitter
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Faraldo: Setting the record 
straight?  I ts not a ?Joe /  Jeff 
thing?
   Inasmuch as Mr. Gural has attempted to cloud the issue as 
to why there is a prohibition in New York and other 
jurisdictions against allowing a beneficial owner of a 
racetrack from racing his own horses at a track he controls ? 
in addition to why the New York State Legislature and 
gaming regulators have wisely chosen not to risk the 
integrity of our sport by changing this prohibition ? let's just 
get some objective facts straight.

   The prohibition came about precisely because of abuses 
that were previously experienced when years ago a track 
owner had permission to race his horses at his own track. For 
the past 10 years, Mr. Gural has been trying to get this 
prohibition removed through various devices, including 
forcing horsemen to sign a contract with similar, if not 
identical provisions, under the repetitive threat: "If you don't 
agree, I'll close the track."

   While the referenced contract provision does attempt to 
provide some protections through the inclusion of a process 
for horsemen to potentially rescind the owner?s right to race, 
it is simply naïve to deny that a distinct chilling affect would 
hover over horsemen who objectively determine that Mr. 
Gural had abused his privilege to race his own horses at his 
tracks in a demonstrable way. The horsemen wishing to curry 
favor with the ?boss? will vote one way; the others will face 
his wrath. Don?t think that will happen? Consider that this 
author has been excluded, purportedly for ?life,? from all 
Gural racetracks. I had previously been banned from racing at 
Vernon and Tioga, the two he has an ownership interest in, 
and the Meadowlands where he is a tenant. Truthfully the 
reason is the same ?  simply because I have chosen to stand 
up for fairness in this regard.

   Remember that track owner abuses are not always easy to 
pick up, even with a discerning eye. The patented abuses 

pointed out by the Western New York Harness Horsemen?s 
Association (below - see race chart February 26, 2016) and 
that are recited in the Monticello Harness Horsemen's 
Association opposition memo (also attached) are notorious. 
What is even harder to identify are those actions taken by 
members of the race office and racing officials; two groups 
of individuals over whom the track owner maintains 
tremendous influence. A myriad of pressures, ranging from 
keeping one?s job to keeping a job near home and family, are 
ever-present anxieties for those under management?s direct 
or peripheral control.

    So pervasive is this control by private owners at their 
facilities ? and knowing how Mr. Gural has arbitrarily 
excluded so many legitimate horsemen in the past ? that 
New York horsemen were actually compelled to petition for 
legislation last year that would give any horseman (among 
them many he has excluded) the right to appeal such 
exclusion to the New York State Gaming Commission. This 
very type of ?due process,? objective appeal is provided for in 
other jurisdictions. However, the New York Gaming 
Association (NYGA), of which Mr. Gural is a prominent 
member, submitted memos of opposition to the horsemen?s 
exclusion appeal legislation and it was not voted on in the 
just completed legislative session.

   This context is just to give your readers a brief, far from 
exhaustive picture of the objective reasons that have 
motivated horsemen from across New York State (and at 
least one regional OTB Corporation dependent on the 
integrity of harness racing and the pari-mutuel system) to 
oppose legislation to allow ?the boss? to race horses at his 
own tracks. And let us be very clear: This never was and will 
never be a ?Joe/Jeff thing? (although couching it in such a 
fashion provides convenient cover to those who choose not 
to look at the bigger, objective picture). Rather, as regulators 
often like to say to horsemen on any number of issues, it is 
actually a matter of ?avoiding even the appearance of 
impropriety" for the well being of the industry.

   Unfortunately, based upon our previous, proven 
experiences with this particular track operator, it actually is 
more than simply appearances that require us to stand 
strong against forcing horsemen to race against ?the boss.?

? Joe Faraldo / president Standardbred Owners Association 
(SOA) of New York

mailto:editor@harnessracingupdate.com
http://www.preferredequine.com
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Gural responds
   (Editor?s note: With the full knowledge of Mr. Faraldo, Mr. 
Gural was given the opportunity to respond to Mr. Faraldo?s 
latest letter. Mr. Gural?s response is as follows):

   I really don't understand why allowing me to race horses I 
own at Vernon and Tioga is such a big deal considering the 
horsemen can revoke the privilege for any reason. Almost 
every horsemen stabled at Vernon and Tioga signed a letter 
expressing their support. It has not been a problem at the 
Meadowlands and the SBOA wrote a letter of support. This 
does not seem to be a problem at the NYRA tracks where the 
directors race their horses or at the six tracks owned by 
Frank Stronach where he races his horses and the handle 
seems fine.

   If you think about it, wouldn't our industry be far better off 
if the owners of the five other harness tracks in New York 
also owned and bred horses. They would certainly care more 
about conditions in the barn area, conditions of the racing 
surface and the paddock then they do now. They would 
probably spend money promoting the sport the way I do, 
rather then simply allow the sport to die. I doubt if anyone 
attending the races at Yonkers or Monticello is going to 
bring their wives and friends to experience what it is like to 
own a horse.

   When I arrived on the scene at Vernon, it was closed, the 
electric and water were about to be disconnected for lack of 
payment and the racing license was allowed to lapse. I 
allowed the horsemen to stay for free and essentially use the 
facility as a training center while I tried to iron out the 
bankruptcy. For this, I was sued by Mr. Faraldo on behalf of 
the horsemen who trained for nothing on the theory that I 
was responsible to reimburse those horsemen stabled there 
for their expenses related to having to ship their horses to 
other tracks because we didn't have a license. When I went 
to ask for a temporary license I invited Joe but he refused 
and told me it was a waste of time.

   I think it is safe to say that considering Vernon is seven 
miles from a full billion-dollar Indian casino it is no surprise 
it loses money. In short, the horsemen who Faraldo 
represents have treated me like shit for over 10 years. The 
majority of horsemen there are great and I employ three of 
them as trainers of my young horses, but the association 
represents a small group of unappreciative individuals. I 
expect the only way to resolve this is to close after one last 
try next year and as Nixon said you won't have Gural to kick 
around anymore.

   One last thing: I am glad to see integrity is so important to 
the people opposing my being able to race. That may 
surprise some of the honest people racing at these tracks.

? Jeff Gural / chairman Meadowlands Racetrack, Vernon and 
Tioga Downs

Hail to Towers /  wrong about Big M
   Dean Towers? article in the (July 8) edition on the Ben 
Franklin Race, exemplifies almost exactly why I fell love with 
harness racing.

   My special horse was Albatross who I saw run a world 
record 1:54:3 at Sportsmans Park in Chicago, an unheard of 
feat at a five-eighths mile track.

   The State Fair at Springfield at Springfield was also a 
major league stop on the Grand Circuit in ?70s and was the 
fastest track in the world, I saw numerous world records 
there including Colt 46 winning in an heard of time of 
1:51:4.

   On another note, when I am wrong, I am just plain wrong 
and need to fess up.

   I wrote a letter earlier about how turned off I was at the 
Meadowlands stopping their free lives feed on the web.

   I broke down and bought the $10-a-month full access feed 
on the Racetrack Television Network.

   The ability to watch Pocono live as well as the 
Meadowlands and their sophisticated replay system with 
excellent search capabilities, just confirms what a harness 
racing junkie I am.

   Even if the Chicago Cubs having their best year of my 
lifetime are playing against a great race card, I'll take the 
great card any day of the week.

   Nothing does it for me more than a great Free For All 
group, which the Indiana-breds have provided us this year.

   Pet Rock, Rock and Roll Dance, Foiled, Sweet Lou et al were 
a great crew that made for super competitive FFA's and the 
potential for world records every time they met on a fast 
track on a warm summer night. The current group may not 
be as deep, but three great horses like Always B Miki, Freaky 
Feet Pete and Wiggle It Jiggle It are one of the most 
compelling group of superior horses I have had the pleasure 
of seeing.

   To Jeff Gural, you wrote a really terrific letter about why 
you went to the pay system and I wish you much success in 
getting a casino on the grounds.

?  Avy Meyers / Chicago, IL
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Free live stream needed
   Not sure why the tracks don't have live stream for free. Do 
they wonder why the sport doesn't have the younger 
generation's support? I live in New Jersey and I watched 
Pocono's 9th thru 11th races on TVG (last Saturday). Sad that 
the Meadowlands feels the need to charge a fee for live 
stream. If they get slots will they still be greedy? If no slots 
will they close? The best harness track in the U.S. only racing 
two nights a week. I now watch and bet Mohawk/Woodbine.

   I have been a fan since Niatross (1980). I remember Jack 
Kaiser from the Philadelphia Daily News call it like it was at 
Liberty Bell Racetrack. Always signed off. "Don't get me 
wrong I love harness racing.?

? Deb Seckinger / Marlton, NJ

Super confusing
   I was recently at the Meadowlands and I wanted to play 
the last race Super High 5. I went to the self service machine 
but I couldn?t find the wager. I was looking for the words 
?super high 5? or SH5 but didn?t see either. Then it dawned 
on me that the Super High 5 is also called the pentafecta. 
Sure enough, I saw the abbreviation ?PEN? and I was able to 
make my (losing) bet. With the mandatory payout on Pace 
night and the large crowd on hand, I think it would be a 
good idea for the track to change the tote machines to say 
SH5 or at least get the word out that it is also called the 
pentafecta. Picking the first five finishers is hard enough 
without confusing the bettors at the machines.

   My other suggestion is for online harness handicapping 
tournaments. Tournaments are very popular right now in the 
thoroughbred world with even the DRF starting their own 
tournament website. For the harness handicapper, we have 
very few tournaments. I would like to see the Meadowlands 
work with TVG to offer online live money tournaments. For 
example, the handicapper would put up $400 with $200 
going to the prize pool. The remaining $200 would be the 
bankroll to wager on ten select Meadowlands races. These 
could be offered a few times during the meet as qualifying 
events with the winners of the various tournaments meeting 
at the Meadowlands for a in person championship 
tournament. Since tournaments are hot, it might even be a 
good way to lure in players who are just interested in 
thoroughbred tournaments.  It is worth a shot.

   Just my 2 cents.

- Mike Fitzgerald / Hoboken, NJ

Shame on Saratoga
   Saratoga Harness Raceway is celebrating its 75th year and 
how do the owners of the track recognize this? They change 
the name of the venue to ?Saratoga Casino Hotel.? Casino 
Hotel? Where is the raceway? I am appalled at the USTA and 
other industry segments and media that promoted this 
change by posting the press release issued by the Casino 
Hotel. This is an insult to harness racing. Nowhere in their 
release did the Casino Hotel mention they built this building 
on the site of the jog track, thereby depriving the horsemen 
of a valued resource. Maybe next they plan to convert the 
equine swimming pool they closed and reopen it for the 
guests of the Casino Hotel.

   It is too bad these owners fail to acknowledge the fact 
were it not for harness racing, they would not have a casino. 
This new name clearly provides insight as to the priorities of 
this ownership group. Like many racinos, I don't think there is 
any doubt these owners would eliminate racing in a flash, if 
ever allowed by the state.

   These owners should be ashamed and embarrassed by the 
conditions of the racing facilities.  They have done little to 
improve the condition of the clubhouse and grandstand 
beyond renovating a portion of the clubhouse to offer dinner 
buffets primarily for their slot players. The backstretch was 
once considered amongst the best maintained and prettiest 
barn areas of any track in North America. Now, the area is 
depressed with barns that are barely maintained and a safety 
hazard.

   Governor Cuomo should tour this backstretch to see how 
hard the tracks are working to improve the racing product 
and venues.

   The State of New York has done a very poor job in holding 
the racetracks accountable for earmarking a portion of slot 
profits to rebuild and properly market racing before they go 
embarking on improvements like this that actually prove 
detrimental to the sport. Sadly, Saratoga Casino Hotel 
presents a clear example of what is wrong with the slots at 
the track program and deserves to be investigated for their 
failings.

? Barb Dwyer / Paradox, NY

mailto:editor@harnessracingupdate.com
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Questioning the HOF process
    I have been involved in harness racing since my dad 
purchased his first horse in 1959. I announced 35,000 races 
and have trained and owned horses during my Harness 
career. I was also president of the Florida Chapter of USHWA 
when I announced at Pompano from 1975-1982 and 
currently serve on the Board of Directors of The Florida 
Standardbred Breeders and Owners Association.

    First, I congratulate Brian Sears on being on the Hall of 
Fame ballot for 2017. Secondly, I cannot hide my disdain for 
the USHWA selection committee for their continued 
omission of some of the sport?s greats. To name a few: Steve 
Elliott, Jerry Silverman, Bill Popfinger, Joe Holloway, Lucien 
Fontaine and Per Erikkson.

    Elliott trains my two horses and is a personal friend, so 
yes, I am biased, but I will make my case. He has won 
virtually every major race in the sport. He has won the 
Hambletonian, the Jug, the Meadowlands Pace, the Wilson, 
the NA Cup, Breeders Crowns and most if not all of the other 
big races. He trained the great Valley Victory, who changed 
the sport during his brief stud career, he trained Donato 
Hanover who was a champion at two and three and has had 
a successful career at stud at Hanover siring the likes of 
Shake It Cerry and Check Me Out. He trained Well Said who 
was the dominant two and three year old pacer of his 
generation and has had a decent stud career at Hanover 
siring some top fillies and the good colt Control The 
Moment. He trained the great three-year-old and FFA pacer 
Artistic Fella whose battles with Mister Big were epic. 
Standing at stud also. He trained Riverboat King winner of 
over $1 million and the sire of Androvette. He has trained 
Sweet Reflection, Burning Point, Doo Wop Hanover, Boston 
Red Rocks, Even Odds, Totally Ruthless, Art Professor, 
Rockeyed Optimist and so many others I don?t have the time 
to name. He has been Trainer of The Year twice. So my 
question would be to the HOF committee: Who has a better 
resume in the Hall? How could Elliott not even make the 
nomination ballot?

    In my opinion, the Hall is making itself irrelevant thanks to 
the misguided selection committee at USHWA. The process 
needs to be changed or else the only attendees at the HOF 
dinner will be the statues that reside there. Shame on the 
committee for thinking they are holier than though. 

? Jerry Glantz / Delray Beach, FL
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GEORGIA N DOWNS report

Saturday's Results:
1, Geo, $70,000, T, O.S.S. GOLD LEG #1 - 2 YEAR OLD COLT TROT
(STARTING FEE $800.)
1-Mass Production (b,c,2 - Muscle Mass-All Time Favorite-Angus 
Hall) O-Richard Zeron, James Walker, Bruno Dipoce B-Stan 
Klemencic T-Richard Zeron D-Richard Zeron, $35,000, Lifetime 
Record: 2-2-0-0, $42,000

2-Lucys Man (b,c,2 - Muscle Mass-Desi Seelster-Ken Warkentin)
O-1187422 Ontario Inc B-Glengate Farms T-Tan Micallef D-Michael 
Saftic
3-Northern Major (b,c,2 - Kadabra-Dover Miss-Andover Hall)
O-Synerco Ventures Inc B-Dr John D Mcknight T-Robert Don Fellows 
D-Jack Moiseyev

Replay unavailable

2, Geo, $18,000, T, O.S.S. GRASSROOTS #1 - 2 YEAR OLD COLT TROT
(STARTING FEE $350.)
1-Tycoon Seelster (br,c,2 - Angus Hall-Travelin Lavec-Mr Lavec)
O-Chris Storms B-Seelster Farms Inc T-Scott McEneny D-Paul 
MacDonell, $9,000, Lifetime Record: 1-1-0-0, $9,000
2-Pennant Seelster (b,c,2 - Manofmanymissions-Pepi Lavec-Mr 
Lavec) O-Dustin Jones Stables Inc, Glengate Farms, Jocelyn Hebert 
B-Seelster Farms Inc T-R Dustin Jones D-R Dustin Jones
3-Kitarro (b,c,2 - Southwind Lustre-Shopaholic-Angus Hall)
O-Benbar Stables, Kyle Reibeling B-Philip Hasspieler T-Kyle 
Reibeling D-Paul MacKenzie

Replay unavailable

3, Geo, $70,000, T, O.S.S. GOLD LEG #1 - 2 YEAR OLD COLT TROT
(STARTING FEE $800.)
1-Rose Run Speedster (br,c,2 - Windsong Espoir-Padam 
Hall-Deweycheatumnhowe) O-Rose Run Speedster Stable B-Walnut 
Hall Limited T-Amy MacDonald D-Anthony McDonald, $35,000, 
Lifetime Record: 2-1-0-0, $35,700
2-Life Well Lived (b,g,2 - Muscle Mass-Life Class-Angus Hall)
O-Robert Burgess B-Winbak Farm T-Carmenn Auciello D-Travis 
Henry
3-Uknow What To Do (b,c,2 - Muscle Mass-Disco Inferno-Striking 
Sahbra) O-Stephen Bossence, Stephen Palermo B-Joan Boyce 
T-Stephen Bossence D-Richard Zeron

Replay unavailable

4, Geo $18,000, T, O.S.S. GRASSROOTS #1 - 2 YEAR OLD COLT TROT
(STARTING FEE $350.)
1-Mr Marshmellow (b,c,2 - Federal Flex-Ultra Chic-Donerail)
O-Ondrej Gois B-Jeffrey Gillis T-Ondrej Gois D-Ondrej Gois, $9,000, 
Lifetime Record: 1-1-0-0, $9,000
2-Lmc Mass Gem (b,c,2 - Muscle Mass-Hornby Gem-Kadabra)
O-Loredana Cirillo B-Frank Cirillo T-Kyle Reibeling D-Paul 
MacKenzie
3-My Big Kadillac (b,c,2 - Kadabra-Direct Dial-Balanced Image)
O-Robert McIntosh Stables Inc, Herb Liverman, John Fielding 
B-Robert Mcintosh Stables Inc T-Robert Mcintosh D-Alfred Carroll

Replay unavailable

5, Geo, $18,000, T, O.S.S. GRASSROOTS #1 - 2 YEAR OLD COLT TROT
(STARTING FEE $350.)
1-Rosberg (b,c,2 - Manofmanymissions-Locksweeper-Lockkeeper)
O-Julie Walker, Ronald Piers, Layhoon Chan Brunner B-Jokikunnan 
Tila Oy T-Julie Walker D-Jack Moiseyev, $9,000, Lifetime Record: 
1-1-0-0, $9,000

2-More Than Majestic (br,c,2 - Majestic Son-Hawaiian Viva-Muscles 
Yankee) O-Landmark 9 Racing Stable, Hudson Standrdbrd Stb Inc, 
Bridle Path Stables Ltd B-Joanne Morrison T-Mark Steacy D-James 
MacDonald
3-Motown Jackpot (b,c,2 - Muscle Mass-Porsche Hall-Angus Hall)
O-Bet Max Stables Inc, Benenati Inc B-Bet Max Stables Inc T-Benoit 
Baillargeon D Mario Baillargeon

Replay unavailable

7, Geo, $18,000, T, O.S.S. GRASSROOTS #1 - 2 YEAR OLD COLT TROT
(STARTING FEE $350.)
1-Themanofmydreams (b,c,2 - Muscle Mass-Uneeda Dream-Angus 
Hall) O-Tiffanee Staley, Alexandre Pilon, Christian Pilon, Jesse 
Legault B-John &  Susan Clark T-Tiffanee Staley D-Denis St Pierre, 
$9,000, Lifetime Record: 1-1-0-0, $9,000

-Critical Mass (b,g,2 - Muscle Mass-Lukes Elvira-American Winner)
O-Menary Racing Inc, Michael Guerriero B-Waples Stable Inc 
T-David Menary D-James MacDonald
3-Yo Yo Mass (b,c,2 - Muscle Mass-Stonebridge Entice-Angus Hall)
O-Nancy Grimble, Kyle Reibeling B-Nancy Grimble T-Kyle Reibeling 
D-Bob McClure

Replay unavailable
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8, Geo, $70,000, T, O.S.S. GOLD LEG #1 - 2 YEAR OLD COLT TROT
(STARTING FEE $800.)
1-Speedycrest (b,g,2 - Angus Hall-Incredible Iam-Incredible Abe)
O-Ecuries Richelieu Inc B-Langcrest Farm T-Luc Ouellette D-Luc 
Ouellette T-Luc Ouellette, $35,000, Lifetime Record: 2-1-1-0, 
$35,950
2-One Of The Few (br,c,2 - Daylon Magician-Incredible 
Fortuna-Credit Winner) O-Daylon Farms Ltd, Gordon Yeo B-Tara Hills 
Stud Ltd T-David Lemon D-Jack Moiseyev
3-Clarion Hall (b,c,2 - Windsong Espoir-Canland Hall-Garland 
Lobell) O-Allard Racing Inc, Yves Sarrazin, Earl Hill Jr B-Walnut Hall 
Limited T-Rene Allard D-James MacDonald

Replay unavailable

HOOSIER PA RK  report

Saturday's Results:
9, HoP, $21,000, P, Invitational, 25.4, 54.0, 1:22.2, 1:49.1, FT
1-Ontario Success (g, 6, Lis Mara--Loving Successor, by The 
Panderosa) O-Burke Racing Stable LLC & Weaver Bruscemi LLC. 
B-Emerald Highlands Farm. T-Ron Burke. D-John De Long, $10,500, 
Lifetime Record: 78-24-16-10, $301,903
2-Night Pro (h, 6, Pro Bono Best--Midnight Jewel, by Keystone 
Raider), $14,000 2011 HOOSIER O-Dale J Decker. B-Linda L Marckel. 
T-Dale Decker. D-Sam Widger, $5,250
3-Nitro (g, 6, Charley Barley--Deferred Comp, by Towner's Big Guy), 
$5,500 2011 HOOSIER O-Burke Racing Stable LLC & Weaver 
Bruscemi LLC & Frank D Baldachino & Christine S Hecht. B-Faron D 
Parr. T-Ron Burke. D-Ricky Macomber Jr, $2,520
Calls: 5H, 4Q, 2Q, 3Q, T - Finish Order: Bluehourpower, Shooter's 
Dream, Fearless Diablo

To watch the race replay click here

12, HoP, $75,000, P, **INDIANA SIRES STAKES** 3 Year Old Colts and 
Geldings - Final (blanket presentation to winner by ISA), 26.1, 54.4, 
1:23.3, 1:51.0, FT
1-Paver Jack (c, 3, Panspacificflight--Not Home Yet, by Art's 
Conquest) O-Leroy L Slabaugh. B-Leroy L Slabaugh. T-Tyler George. 
D-Tyler Smith, $37,500, Lifetime Record: 20-4-4-3, $72,597
2-Bourbon Chase (g, 3, Palone Ranger--Stonebridge Beauty, by 
Camluck) O-Kristin M Shetler & Dan Shetler Jr. B-Kristin M Shetler 
& Mike A Hollenback. T-Dan Shetler. D-Dan Shetler, $18,750
3-Duel Of Truth (c, 3, Total Truth--Final Duel, by Western Hanover), 
$19,000 2014 BHS O-Emerald Highlands Farm. B-Emerald 
Highlands Farm. T-Brian Brown. D-John De Long, $9,000
Calls: 1H, 3H, 3Q, H, HD - Finish Order: Uncmprmising Z Tam, Great 
Moves, Matrix Of Luck, Downthehighwy, Ville Valo, Great Image, 
Meadowbrookthunder

To watch the race replay click here

14, HoP, $25,000, P, **INDIANA SIRES STAKES** 3 Year Old Colts and 
Geldings - Consolation, 26.1, 55.2, 1:24.2, 1:51.3, FT
1-Always A Hotshot (g, 3, Always A Virgin--Tm's Miss Hot Shot, by 
Under Siege) O-The Fine Whine Stable. B-James D Mulinix & Jamie 
E Buehrer. T-Dylan Davis. D-Jonathan Roberts, $12,500, Lifetime 
Record: 6-3-1-0, $28,985
2-Le Gambe (g, 3, Shadyshark Hanover--Armbro Bahama, by 
Artiscape) O-Ronald C Michelon. B-Ronald C Michelon. T-Erv Miller. 
D-Jason Dillander, $6,250
3-Shocking Image (g, 3, Rockin Image--Colette, by Cole Muffler), 
$28,000 2014 HOOSIER O-Aaron D Waxman, CA & Geoffrey Lyons 
Mound, CA. B-Daryl D Miller. T-Chris Short. D-Sam Widger, $3,000
Calls: 6Q, 1H, T, 1T, 2 - Finish Order: Tough Mudder, A True Rock Star, 
Real Kid, Sirodsdalicrickett, Achill's Z Tam, Artful Bliss, John Jay

To watch the race replay click here

M EA DOWLA NDS report

Saturday's Results: unofficial at time of publication

M OHA WK  report

Saturday's Results:
2, Moh, $47,000, P, SUMMERTIME - FINAL - 3 YEAR OLD COLTS & 
GELDINGS. NON WINNERS $30,000 LIFETIME AS OF MARCH 31, 
2016
1-Sintra (b,g,3 - Mach Three-Dancin Barefoot-Rocknroll Hanover)
O-Brad Gray, Michael Guerriero, Menary Racing Inc B-Louie Camara 
T-David Menary D-Jody Jamieson, $23,500, Lifetime Record: 
11-7-1-1, $145,400
2-Major Hill (b,g,3 - Art Major-Bunnys Legacy-Western Hanover)
O-Tom Hill B-Tom Hill T-David Menary D-Douglas McNair
3-Blayde Hanover (b,g,3 - Somebeachsomewhere-Bjs 
Mayreau-Artsplace) O-Kirk McKinnon, Osullivan Racing Inc 
B-Hanover Shoe Farms Inc T-Tony O'Sullivan D-Sylvain Filion

To watch the race replay click here

3, Moh, $105,000, P, ONTARIO SIRES STAKES - GOLD - 3 YEAR OLD 
FILLIES. STARTING FEE $800.00
1-L A Delight (b,f,3 - Bettors Delight-West Of L A-Western Hanover)
O-Robert McIntosh Stables Inc, C S X Stables, Al McIntosh Holdings 
Inc B-Robert Mcintosh Stables Inc T-Robert Mcintosh D-Randall 
Waples
2-Party In Rome (b,f,3 - Big Jim-Davincis Choice-Real Artist)
O-Bill Manes, William Cripps, Steven Papillon B-Warrawee Farm 
T-Gerald Lilley D-Trevor Henry
3-Good Will Hanover (b,f,3 - Big Jim-Go For Best-Cambest)
O-GLB Stable B-Hanover Shoe Farms Inc T-Dr Ian Moore D-Chris 
Christoforou

To watch the race replay click here
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4, Moh, $20,000, P, 5 YEAR OLDS & YOUNGER, NW 4 RACES OR 
$80,000 LIFETIME
1-Print Media (b,g,3 - Vintage Master-Matilda Hall-Cambest)
O-Saverino Spagnolo B-Winbak Farm T-Richard Moreau D-Trevor 
Henry, $10,000, Lifetime Record: 21-4-7-2, $100,618

2-Single White Sock (b,g,4 - Badlands Hanover-Love You 
Dear-Apaches Fame) O-Leonard Gamble B-Tanya Prescott T-Ted 
MacDonnell D-Douglas McNair
3-Flaherty (b,g,3 - Up The Credit-Ingrid Bergrin-Grinfromeartoear)
O-Macks Stable, Joe Carnovale, William Budd B-Joan & Dr Robert 
Boyce T-William Budd  D-Phillip Hudon

To watch the race replay click here

6, Moh, $105,000, P, ONTARIO SIRES STAKES - GOLD - 3 YEAR OLD 
FILLIES. STARTING FEE $800.00
1-Lay Lady Lay (b,f,3 - Up The Credit-Lady D M-D M Dilinger)
O-1posse2steves3brothersstb B-Parkinson Farms T-Chris Matthews 
D-Chris Christoforou, $52,500, Lifetime Record: 17-6-3-3, $179,529
2-Cracklin Rosie (ch,f,3 - Badlands Hanover-Honeys Bud Lite-Park 
Place) O-Aaron Waxman, Alan Alber, Frank Cirillo, Terri Lynn McNair 
B-Luc Ouellette T-James Ciaran Morrison D-Douglas McNair
3-Windsun Glory (b,f,3 - Mach Three-Windsun Princess-Cams Card 
Shark) O-Murray Brethour, Windsun Farm Inc, Kevin McKinlay, Jim 
Fielding B-Windsun Farm Inc T-Murray Brethour D-Phillip Hudon

To watch the race replay click here

7, Moh, $25,000, P, NW $22,500 LAST 5 STARTS OR NW $28,000 
LAST 10 STARTS. AE: OPT.CLM. $50,000. AE: NW $200,000 LIFETIME
1-Nirvana Seelster (b,g,5 - Camluck-No Strikes Against-Western 
Hanover) O-Bruce Davy B-Seelster Farms Inc T-William Budd 
D-Phillip Hudon, $12,500, Lifetime Record: 98-22-11-20, $459,936
2-Pierce Hanover (b,h,4 - Cams Card Shark-Panned Out-Jate Lobell)
O-Ralph Bucee, Shelby Novick, Ken Sucee B-Hanover Shoe Farms 
Inc T-Ken Sucee D-Chris Christoforou
3-Erle Dale N (br,g,8 - Western Terror-Cath Hanover-Vance Hanover)
O-1362313 Ontario Ltd, David Kryway B-W D Keeler T-Ronald 
Adams D-Douglas McNair

To watch the race replay click here

8, Moh, $48,800, P, TOWN PRO - FINAL - 3 YEAR OLD FILLIES. NON 
WINNERS $30,000 LIFETIME AS OF MARCH 31, 2016
1-Lindys Nightmare (b,f,3 - Western Terror-Lindys Bandita-Bettors 
Delight) O-Lindy Farms Of Conn B-Lindy Farms Of Conn T-Frank 
Antonacci D-Richard Zeron, $24,400, Lifetime Record: 5-4-0-0, 
$46,400

2-Queen Ideal (b,f,3 - American Ideal-Hanks Queen-Real Artist)
O-William Allan McNeil, Laverne Turnbull, Mike Brealey B-Scheigert 
Racing Stbl Llc T-Mike Brealey D-Michael Saftic

3-Southwind Tango (blk,f,3 - Bettors Delight-Tsunami 
Hanover-Artsplace) O-Christopher Ryder B-Southwind Farm 
T-Chantal Mitchell D-Stephen Condren

To watch the race replay click here

9, Moh, $34,000, P, PREFERRED
1-Evenin Of Pleasure (b,h,6 - Dragon Again-Armbro 
Amour-Artsplace) O-Gestion J Y Blais Inc B-Robert & Greg Tucker 
T-Richard Moreau D-Sylvain Filion $17,000, Lifetime Record: 
88-20-18-11, $668,597
2-Nickle Bag (b,g,6 - Rocknroll Hanover-Buckle Bunni-Four Starzzz 
Shark) O-Linda & Harry Loyens B-Nicholas Malcolm T-William 
Robinson D-Trevor Henry
3-Ellis Park (br,g,7 - Rocknroll Hanover-Roller Cam-Cambest) 
O-David Goodrow Stable B-David Goodrow Stable T-Bradley 
Maxwell D-Randall Waples

To watch the race replay click here

10, Moh, $22,000, P, NW $13,000 LAST 5 STARTS OR NW $25,000 
LAST 10 STARTS AE: OPT. CLM. $40,000. AE: NW $135,000 LIFETIME
1-Arthur Blue Chip (b,h,5 - Shadow Play-Advantest-Artsplace)
O-Dr Ian Moore, R G McGroup Ltd, Serge Savard B-Blue Chip 
Bloodstock Inc T-Dr Ian Moore D-Chris Christoforou, $11,000, 
Lifetime Record: 36-14-8-3, $563,759
2-Grin For Money (b,h,9 - Grinfromeartoear-Our Inheritance-Falcon 
Seelster) O-Bradley Grant B-Winbak Farm T-Richard Moreau 
D-Douglas McNair
3-Shadow Place (b,g,5 - Shadow Play-Loving Place-Artsplace)
O-Robert Kyle Fellows, Carl Stafford B-Dan Belliveau T-Robert Kyle 
Fellows D-Richard Zeron

To watch the race replay click here

RUNNING A CES report

Saturday's Results:
4, Aces, $15,000, P, MINNESOTA SIRED 3 YEAR OLDS POST 
POSITION 7 ASSIGNED, 27.4, 56.4, 1:25.3, 1:55.0, FT
1-Cyrax (g, 3, Intrepid Seelster--Sheza Big Tom Boy, by Big Tom)
O-James Henry Springer. B-Russell Sever Gald. T-Robert Lems. 
D-Brian Detgen, $7,500, Lifetime Record: 6-5-1-0, $13,318
2-Freedom Reigns (g, 3, Up Front Brad--Country Fences, by Towner's 
Big Guy) O-Janice M Molgaard & Nancy J Jenson. B-Mark W Holtan 
& Ronald C Emerson. T-Brady Jenson. D-Tim Maier, $3,750
3-Stuckey Dote (g, 3, Voracious Hanover--Missy Artsie, by Artsplace)
O-Merlin G Van Otterloo. B-Merlin G Van Otterloo. T-Merlin Van 
Otterloo. D-Jim Marino, $1,800
Calls: 2, 2, 3, 2H, 2H - Finish Order: Swagasaurusrex, Im More Like 
Daddy, Imma Tank, You'llseemeupfront

Replay unavailable
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SCIOTO DOWNS report

Saturday's Results:
5, ScD, $25,000, P, OPEN I POST POSITIONS DRAWN, 26.2, 53.3, 
1:21.4, 1:50.3, FT
1-Rockin Finish (g, 7, Rocknroll Hanover--Please Me Please, by 
Camluck) O-Gerrie S Tucker, CA. B-Lothlorien, CA. T-Tyler George. 
D-Ronnie Wrenn Jr., $12,500, Lifetime Record: 132-32-28-23, 
$480,817
2-Mykindachip (g, 7, Art's Chip--Figmental, by Precious Bunny)
O-Carl L Atley. B-John R Miller. T-Jim Dailey. D-Aaron Merriman, 
$6,250
3-My Hero Ron (g, 4, Well Said--Erma La Em, by Cam's Card Shark), 
$80,000 2013 LEX-SEL O-Cory A Atley & Brian Witt. B-Hanover 
Shoe Farms Inc. T-Danny Dubeansky. D-Dan Noble, $3,000
Calls: 7, 6H, 4T, 1, T - Finish Order: Fools Desire, Bestinthebusiness, 
Tyber Tyke, Hawk's Red Chief, Fancy Creek Elusiv, Jd's Caleb Man

To watch the race replay click here

6, ScD, $20,000, P, HORSES AND GELDINGS CLAIMING $30,000 
(W/A), 26.4, 54.3, 1:23.1, 1:51.3, FT
1-Legal Transfer (g, 7, Kilowatt--Astra Destiny, by Armbro 
Mackintosh) O-Carl T Howard & Virgil V Morgan Jr. B-Ben E Yoder. 
T-Virgil Morgan Jr. D-Josh Sutton, $10,000, Lifetime Record: 
116-30-12-17, $175,544
2-Roll'em Up (g, 8, Rocknroll Hanover--Fresh Start, by Abercrombie), 
$100,000 2009 LEX-SEL O-Herman Hagerman. B-Steve H Stewart & 
Charles & Julie R & Francene Nash. T-Herman Hagerman. D-Dan 
Noble, $5,000
3-Big Green Tractor (h, 5, Mister Big--My Basha, by Jenna's Beach 
Boy), $6,000 2012 SHS-HBG O-Black Magic Racing, LLC. B-Spring 
Haven Farm. T-Sherri Holliday. D-Ken Holliday, $2,400
Calls: H, 1H, 1H, 1, H - Finish Order: Andy Roo, Kyron, Just Bettor, This 
Baby Rocks, Cosmicpedia, L A Camcharger, Crusoe Hanover

To watch the race replay click here

7, ScD, $20,000, P, COLTS AND GELDINGS 3 YEAR OLD OPEN OHIO 
SIRED PREFERRED, 27.1, 56.1, 1:23.4, 1:51.3, FT
1-Whataboy (g, 3, Big Bad John--Parapanalia, by Noble Ability), 
$25,000 2014 OH-SEL O-Carl T Howard & Gerrie S Tucker, CA & 
R.B.H. Ventures Inc. B-Dm Stables LLC. T-Brian Brown. D-Chris Page, 
$10,000, Lifetime Record: 19-4-3-5, $92,804
2-Winna Winna (g, 3, Feelin Friskie--Ruffian's Angel, by Laag), 
$15,000 2014 OH-SEL O-Kimberly A Dailey & Kevin D Snyder & 
Shane G Hines. B-Midland Acres Inc. T-Jim Dailey. D-Ronnie Wrenn 
Jr., $5,000
3-Hustling Charley (c, 3, Charley Barley--Hartangel, by Art Major)
O-Ryan S Holton & Danny R Collins. B-Lisa C Ezzo. T-Danny Collins. 
D-Kyle Ater, $2,400
Calls: 6H, 6, 2Q, HD, 1T - Finish Order: Friskie Cruiser, Granite, Smoke 
Up Johnny, Gotmoneyinmypocket, Canadia's Bakin, I'm Sorry Charlie, 
Love Tap Hanover

To watch the race replay click here

THE M EA DOWS report

Saturday's Results:
1, Mea, $47,509, P, *****SAND TART***** PA SIRE STAKE - 2 YEAR 
OLD FILLY PACE 1ST OF 4 DIVISIONS, 28.1, 57.2, 1:24.4, 1:53.0, FT
1-Idyllic Beach (f, 2, Somebeachsomewhere--Idyllic, by American 
Ideal), $100,000 2015 LEX-SEL O-Christina Takter & John D 
Fielding, CA & Brixton Medical Inc & Marvin Katz, CA. B-Steiner 
Stock Farm. T-Jimmy Takter. D-Yannick Gingras, $23,754, Lifetime 
Record: 2-2-0-0, $38,754

2-Agent Q (f, 2, Western Terror--Teenage Paige, by Real Desire), 
$25,000 2015 SHS-HBG O-Martin Scharf & William P Rochetti Jr & 
Tanya R Rochetti & Robert K Muscara. B-Wm Kenneth Wood & 
William J Dittmar Jr & Stephen J Iaquinta. T-Aaron Lambert. D-David 
Miller, $11,877
3-Inverse Hanover (f, 2, Somebeachsomewhere--Ideal Newton, by 
Western Ideal), $70,000 2015 SHS-HBG O-Pinske Stables & White 
Birch Farm. B-Hanover Shoe Farms Inc. T-R. Nifty Norman. D-Brett 
Miller, $5,701
Calls: 1, 1H, 2, 2H, 3 - Finish Order: Pittstop Danika, Tardy Forthe 
Party, Terrortina, Well What's New, Zane Hanover

To watch the race replay click here

2, Mea, $47,509, P, *****SAND TART***** PA SIRE STAKE - 2 YEAR 
OLD FILLY PACE 2ND OF 4 DIVISIONS, 27.1, 55.4, 1:24.0, 1:54.0, FT
1-Watch What You Say (f, 2, Well Said--Bettor Beware, by Bettor's 
Delight), $27,000 2015 SHS-HBG O-Ctc Stable & Bradley J Grant, CA 
& Howard A Taylor. B-Frederick W Hertrich III. T-Michael Hall. 
D-Brett Miller, $23,754, Lifetime Record: 2-2-0-0, $38,754

2-Someomensomewhere (f, 2, Somebeachsomewhere--Omen 
Hanover, by Western Hanover), $120,000 2015 LEX-SEL
O-Nick Surick Stable LLC & Kdm Stables Corp.. B-Kdm Stables Corp.. 
T-Erv Miller. D-Marcus Miller, $11,877
3-Sapphire Breeze (f, 2, Well Said--Roller Cam, by Cambest), $27,000 
2015 SHS-HBG O-Burke Racing Stable LLC & Phillip Collura & 
Michelle L Yanek & Weaver Bruscemi LLC. B-David Goodrow Stable, 
CA. T-Ron Burke. D-Yannick Gingras, $5,701
Calls: 4, 3H, H, NS, T - Finish Order: Ideal Plan, Risky Romance, 
Gotthisone Hanover, Anna D, Camera Lady

To watch the race replay click here
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3, Mea, $47,509, P, *****SAND TART***** PA SIRE STAKE - 2 YEAR 
OLD FILLY PACE 3RD OF 4 DIVISIONS, 27.4, 55.4, 1:23.3, 1:52.0, FT
1-Glassine Hanover (f, 2, Dragon Again--Gifted Yankee, by Western 
Hanover), $27,000 2015 SHS-HBG O-Trent Stohler Stable Inc & 
Benjamin & Tim A Graber & Dolne Farm Services LLC. B-Hanover 
Shoe Farms Inc. T-Trent Stohler. D-Trace Tetrick, $23,754, Lifetime 
Record: 2-2-0-0, $26,754

2-Bettor's Up (f, 2, Bettor's Delight--Fresh Idea, by Western Hanover), 
$15,000 2015 LEX-SEL O-Bradley J Grant, CA & Teresa J Davidson, 
CA & Michelle Y Mceneny, CA. B-Brittany Farms. T-Scott Mceneny. 
D-David Miller, $11,877
3-Caviart Ally (f, 2, Bettor's Delight--Allamerican Cool, by No Nukes), 
$35,000 2015 SHS-HBG O-Caviart Farms. B-Hanover Shoe Farms 
Inc. T-Noel Daley. D-Andrew McCarthy, $5,701
Calls: 1H, 1H, 1H, 1H, T - Finish Order: Blinky Beach, Make Mine 
Mocha, Dangerous Woman, Love Love Me Do, Beach Club

To watch the race replay click here

4, Mea, $47,509, P, *****SAND TART***** PA SIRE STAKE - 2 YEAR 
OLD FILLY PACE 4TH OF 4 DIVISIONS, 27.4, 57.2, 1:25.2, 1:53.4, FT
1-Keystone Rampage (f, 2, Yankee Cruiser--Miss Rose, by Jate 
Lobell), $15,000 2015 SHS-HBG O-Frank E Chick. B-Estate Of 
George F Hempt Trust. T-Kevin Lare. D-Dave Palone, $23,754, 
Lifetime Record: 2-1-0-0, $26,154
2-Somesleazetoplease (f, 2, Somebeachsomewhere--West Side 
Glory, by Western Ideal) O-Christina Takter & John D Fielding, CA & 
Hatfield Stables. B-Christina Takter. T-Jimmy Takter. D-Brett Miller, 
$11,877
3-Gigi From Fiji (f, 2, Ponder--Odds On Arttoheart, by Artsplace)
O-Richard L Hans & Corey Callahan. B-Richard L Hans. T-Shaun 
Callahan. D-Corey Callahan, $5,701
Calls: 3, 3H, 2H, 1, 1T - Finish Order: Sweetest Emotion, Imperial 
Delight, Surfer Chick, Emily R Hanover, Flirtswell

To watch the race replay click here

YONK ERS report

Saturday's Results:
5, YR, $22,000, P, NON-WINNERS OF $20,000 IN LAST 5 STARTS, 
28.1, 57.3, 1:25.3, 1:53.3, FT
1-Fool Me Once (h, 6, Art Major--Fool That I Am, by Jenna's Beach 
Boy), $70,000 2011 SHS-HBG O-Bradley J Grant, CA. B-Roll The Dice 
Stable. T-Tony Alagna. D-Jordan Stratton, $11,000, Lifetime Record: 
88-29-5-11, $865,114
2-Hillbilly Hanover (g, 7, Dragon Again--Hattie, by Abercrombie), 
$105,000 2010 SHS-HBG O-Thomas Ceraso Jr. B-Hanover Shoe 
Farms Inc. T-Jack Franklin. D-Brent Holland, $5,500
3-Bettorever (g, 5, Bettor's Delight--Forever Cam, by Western 
Hanover), $80,000 2012 LEX-SEL O-Jeffrey P Bamond. B-Walnut Hall 
Stock Farm. T-Jeffrey Bamond Jr.. D-Jason Bartlett, $2,640
Calls: 1H, 2, 1H, 1H, T - Finish Order: Mah Sish N, Aberdeen Hanover, 
American Venture, Twin B Speedo, Savage Seelster

To watch the race replay click here

6, YR, $30,000, P, 4 YEAR OLD OPEN HANDICAP POST POSITIONS 
1-6 ASSIGNED, 27.1, 55.2, 1:23.3, 1:51.3, FT
1-Cooperstown (h, 4, Four Starzzz Shark--American Charm, by 
American Ideal), $25,000 2013 LEX-SEL O-Brian &  Ira Ross Wallach. 
B-Brittany Farms. T-Daniel Renaud. D-Mark Macdonald, $15,000, 
Lifetime Record: 57-10-14-8, $337,061

2-Go Daddy Go (g, 4, Ponder--Sanfrancine, by Artsplace)
O-Allard Racing Inc, CA &  Yves Sarrazin, CA &  Bruce A Soulsby. 
B-Robert McIntosh Stables Inc, CA. T-Rene Allard. D-Daniel Dube, 
$7,500
3-Sportskeeper (g, 4, Sportswriter--Keeper Flying, by Nuclear Flash)
O-Merlin Howse, CA &  Casie Coleman, CA. B-Merlin Howse, CA &  
Casie Coleman, CA. T-Casie Coleman. D-Tyler Buter, $3,600
Calls: 1H, 1H, 1H, 1H, HD - Finish Order: J T, Allbeef N Nobull, Blood 
Brother

To watch the race replay click here

7, YR, $45,000, T, OPEN HANDICAP POST POSITIONS 1-8 ASSIGNED, 
28.0, 57.4, 1:26.2, 1:55.3, FT
1-Undercover Strike (g, 8, Striking Sahbra--Under The Pines, by Pine 
Chip), $17,000 2009 FOREST O-Gerard Stuchbury. B-Reg W &  Donna 
M Higgs, CA. T-Thomas Milici. D-Jason Bartlett, $22,500, Lifetime 
Record: 90-23-17-11, $481,213

2-E R Ellie (m, 7, Southwind Elian--Miss Marino, by Armbro Marino)
O-Tyler V Stillings. B-Eash Racing Stable Inc. T-Michael Forte. 
D-Jordan Stratton, $11,250
3-Red Hot Herbie (g, 6, Here Comes Herbie--Six Red, by S J's Photo), 
$25,000 2011 IN-PREM O-Allard Racing Inc, CA &  Bruce A Soulsby 
&  Edward Reppucci. B-John A Schmucker. T-Rene Allard. D-Daniel 
Dube, $5,400
Calls: 1H, 2, 1, T, H - Finish Order: Lady's Dude, Summers Windsong, 
Celebrity Bugatti, Allerage Star, Melady's Monet

To watch the race replay click here
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8, YR, $45,000, P, OPEN HANDICAP POST POSITIONS 1-4 ASSIGNED 
POST POSITIONS 5-8 DRAWN, 27.0, 56.0, 1:23.4, 1:52.0, FT
1-Mach It So (g, 6, Mach Three--Beach Dancer, by Beach Towel)
O-Bamond Racing LLC. B-Enviro Stables LTD. T-Jeffrey Bamond Jr.. 
D-Jason Bartlett, $22,500, Lifetime Record: 78-31-12-8, $1,435,981
2-Long Live Rock (g, 7, Rocknroll Hanover--Perfect Gesture, by Beach 
Towel) O-Rene M Allard. B-James L Stambaugh. T-Rene Allard. 
D-Daniel Dube, $11,250
3-Doctor Butch (h, 6, Art Major--Classical Yankee, by Jenna's Beach 
Boy), $55,000 2011 SHS-HBG O-Kenneth E Jacobs. B-Frederick W 
Hertrich III. T-Linda Toscano. D-Brent Holland, $5,400
Calls: 8H, 9, 3, 2, 1 - Finish Order: Dream Out Loud N, Scott Rocks, 
Somewhere In L A, Uf Rockin Dragon, Santa Fe Beachboy

To watch the race replay click here

9, YR, $22,000, P, NON-WINNERS OF $20,000 IN LAST 5 STARTS, 
28.1, 57.1, 1:24.4, 1:52.2, FT
1-Jeneral Patton (h, 5, Art Major--Time N Again, by Jate Lobell), 
$105,000 2012 LEX-SEL O-Vincent A Ali Jr &  William J Mackenzie. 
B-Steve H Stewart &  Birch Hollow Farms. T-Bill Mac Kenzie. 
D-Daniel Dube, $11,000, Lifetime Record: 48-14-8-5, $258,182

2-Machtu N (g, 6, Mach Three--Letatalk, by Holmes Hanover) O-Nick 
Surick Stable LLC &  Kdm Stables Corp.. B-J M Davie, NZ &  D J &  P T 
Cummings, NZ. T-Nick Surick. D-Steve Smith, $5,500
3-Western Rockstar A (g, 8, Western Terror--The Ruling Star, by Sokys 
Atom) O-Arrhythmic LLC. B-Cranston Family Trust, AS. T-Andrew 
Harris. D-Jason Bartlett, $2,640
Calls: 1H, 1H, 1, 1Q, H - Finish Order: Royal Heart, Second Wind N, 
American Rage, Democracy N, Mcerlean

To watch the race replay click here

10, YR, $26,000, P, NON-WINNERS OF $26,900 IN LAST 5 STARTS, 
29.1, 58.0, 1:25.3, 1:52.4, FT
1-The Real One (g, 6, Mach Three--Elle Blue Chip, by Bettor's 
Delight) O-Helene Fillion, CA. B-R Berthiaume Inc, CA. T-Pat 
Lachance. D-Pat Lachance, $13,000, Lifetime Record: 108-30-22-14, 
$563,793
2-Take It Back Terry (g, 7, Western Terror--Second Symphony, by 
Abercrombie), $30,000 2010 LEX-SEL O-Burke Racing Stable LLC &  
Weaver Bruscemi LLC &  Lawrence R Karr &  Phillip Collura. B-Vae 
LLC. T-Ron Burke. D-George Brennan, $6,500
3-P H Supercam (g, 9, Million Dollar Cam--Callwood Ivy, by Run The 
Table) O-Jeffrey Bamond Jr. B-Dr R James Shive, CA. T-Jeffrey Bamond 
Jr.. D-Jason Bartlett, $3,120
Calls: 3H, 3T, 1, NS, NK - Finish Order: Great Vintage, 
Lettucerockthem A, Big N Bad, Texican N, Lucan Hanover

To watch the race replay click here

11, YR, $26,000, T, NON-WINNERS OF $25,000 IN LAST 5 STARTS, 
28.4, 59.0, 1:27.4, 1:56.3, SY
1-Money Maven (g, 7, Revenue S--The Raven, by Sierra Kosmos), 
$2,200 2010 NJ-CL O-Kapildeo Singh. B-Perretti Farms. T-Julie 
Miller. D-Tyler Buter, $13,000, Lifetime Record: 141-21-30-13, 
$302,807
2-Monroe County (m, 6, Glidemaster--Ladyvic, by Striking Sahbra), 
$5,500 2011 SHS-HBG O-D'Elegance Stable Ix &  Carmen Iannacone 
&  T L P Stable. B-Quantum Farms Corp. T-Richard Banca. D-Jason 
Bartlett, $6,500
3-Somebody As (g, 7, Striking Sahbra--Noblesse As, by Mack Lobell)
O-Acl Stuteri Ab &  Kjell Johansson, SD. B-Acl Stuteri Inc. T-Anette 
Lorentzon. D-George Brennan, $3,120
Calls: 3Q, 1, 1, 2, T - Finish Order: Super Manning, Crazy About Pat, 
Doubleday, Tober, Dewycolorintheline

To watch the race replay click here

12, YR, $26,000, P, NON-WINNERS OF $25,000 IN LAST 5 STARTS, 
27.4, 56.4, 1:24.4, 1:52.2, SY
1-Sapphire City (g, 8, Metropolitan--Spectre Almahurst, by Justin 
Passing), $27,000 2009 BRDS-SEL O-Centaur Stable &  Jordon M 
Sklut. B-John P Hurtgen. T-Paul Blumenfeld. D-Tyler Buter, $13,000, 
Lifetime Record: 212-49-40-16, $1,192,897
2-Meetyouatmidnight (g, 5, American Ideal--Wind Storm, by 
Presidential Ball) O-Brittany M Robertson. B-Mac T Nichol, CA. 
T-Brittany Robertson. D-Jason Bartlett, $6,500
3-Denny Crane N (g, 5, Courage Under Fire--Geld Bromac, by Live Or 
Die) O-Shaun F Vallee &  D P V Racing Stable. B-S W Waters, NZ &  J 
K Pitman, NZ &  R Dawkins, NZ &  J P Green, NZ. T-Anita Vallee. 
D-Shaun Vallee, $3,120
Calls: H, 2, 1, 1H, 3T - Finish Order: Class Six, Northview Punter N, 
Texas Terror N, Moonliteonthebeach, Maxi Bon

To watch the race replay click here
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